
NJGC NST Weekend 
Lebanon, NJ 

April 14-16, 2000 
 
Day I 
 
12:10 Arrive - Jim, Mark, Jonathan there along w/ Curt & Frank. 
 Kitchen unpacked 
 Room assignments, made up bed (good, a lower bunk) 
 
12:45 Patrick arrives – takes over Kitchen. Go for it! 
 
13:00 Jonathan makes a Newark Airport trip. Calls Tom R. for any travel changes (or early arrivers) 

Gives a package of NST Strings to me to give as greeting gifts for all who doesn’t have proper 
Sting gauges.   

 
13:30 Tony & Terry arrive – direct to rooms 
 Leslie arrives – has sign-age (for women’s area / restrooms). I posts up signs on bedroom doors a 

Needed. Leslie, Jim, Mark & Terry all over to the kitchen to help prep w/ Patrick  
 
13:45 Mark suggests Pizza for lunch and sizes up an order (hopefully they’ll deliver) 
 
14:00 Mark informs us the Pizza will be here in 20 minutes (hooray, they do deliver) 
 
14:30  Pizza arrives. Good and Chessy. 
 
15:00 Chair re-arrangement, floor sweeping, more greeting (folks start arriving). 
 
15:30 Additional blankets arrive.  The rest of the Home Team arrives (except TomR.) 
 Curt suggests a smaller circle of chairs be setup in the lodging building – so we did. 
 
16:00 Kitchen prep continues with Mark and Jim et al, doing the rock n’ chop. 
 Attendees change their strings – I can hear a number of popping string as they go under NST (it 

was that way for yours truly too) throughout the house. 
 
16:15 Karl makes a final (for today) run to the local Super Market, mainly for our diabetic guest. 
 
17:30 Tom R. departs (again) for Newark Airport.  
 
17:45 Final attendees arrive (except the two we know will be late) 
 
18:30  Core Team meeting in the Fairmount. This included the full weekend staff. 
 
19:00  Dinner (very tasty) and greeting / logical items discussed. I’ve been named the “house mother” – 

someone has already approached me that they forgot their toothpaste (Jim L. has him covered – 
he’s in Jim’s room). 

 
20:10 Sweep the dinning space floor. First meeting is w/o guitars @ 20:30 in Clayton followed by a full 

group mtg. @  21:30 w/ guitars in Fairmount.    
 
20:30 Opening Mtg. w/o guitars in Clayton Hall (the lodging facility) – Full team, introduction, years of 

experience and why / what brought you here to this W/E. Also, in order, announce your number 
(starting w/ 1, and up to 3, then repeat, etc.) – this will become important later during the W/E (or 
so we are told). 

 



21:45 First Full Team mtg. w/ guitars in Fairmount (the Dinning Hall / main work space) – Curt started 
everyone off with the purpose of circulation’s. Next, Tony focused on the left hand (LH), then 
back to Curt for the right hand (RH). 

  
23:04 11 Min. break. 
 
23:15 Onward to alternate picking and some fun with something I heard last Oct’99 here during the 

NJGC Intensive W/E. 
 
00:30 6 NJGCers met to run through the Birthday circulation we are preparing for Leslie on Sat. as a 

surprise. Quite lovely. The other NJGCers joined in as we run Pinhead & Needles and Judge Judy. 
Both pieces were strong (good energy). 

 
 
Day II 
 
05:30 Rise, shower / dress – I’m on the staff for breakfast – meet Patrick & Karl @ 6:30 in Fiarmount. 
 Today’s schedule was posted as such: 
  7:00 rise 
  7:30 sitting 
  8:00 breakfast 
  9:00 various meetings for groups 1, 2 & 3 (remember that number thing last night?) w/   

         either Curt, Tony or Frank in various work locations. 
 
06:30 Kitchen Craft w/ Patrick & Karl – chopping apples, coffee making, buffet style layout setup. 

Oatmeal (w/ the chopped apples and raisins & cinnamon), granola, fruit, OJ & Coffee/Tea on the 
menu. 

 
07:30 Morning sitting – the act of doing nothing. Frank leads the group. 
 
08:00 First part of breakfast I served the delicious oatmeal. As I was starting to sit w/ my meal, the 

dreaded Hellboys showed up (at least one of them TomR.). ‘The Chord From Hell’ was performed 
for all whether they liked it or not. From the round of applause that followed Tom’s performance, 
everyone apparently liked it. I want Tom’s autograph! 

 
08:35 Clean the pots and dishes – Kitchen Craft part II. 
 
09:05 Full team circle in Fairmount. Curt lead w/ Frank moving around the circle adjusting some 

attendees. Circulations again were the main focus, but this time changing directions and having 
multiple one on the move within the circle. 

 
10:00 Various group meeting w/ Curt (working the RH), Tony (working on the LH) and Frank (working 

on the whole body (Alexander). This will take the various teams through to 12:45 and then we 
move to lunch in the dinning hall. 

 
12:45 Observation – Starting to feel fatigue. This is mainly due to 4 hours of sleep two consecutive 

nights in a row. Also, my back is starting to cry out. Too bad, it’s early. 
 
13:00 Lunch – another fine meal. Following which 6 NJGCers did a birthday circulation for Leslie 

(today is her birthday) … pulled it off. This was followed by leading the full group in a vocal of 
‘Happy Birthday’ and some tasty birthday cake. Leslie was very thrilled and happy. 

 
14:00 Full team meeting w/ Tony who lead us through the Rhythm exercise he brought to a NJGC 

meeting a few weeks back. This worked to some degree. 
 
15:00 Full team meeting w/ Frank who lead us in attention and awareness of our space and surroundings. 



I also purchased from Frank a pair of these little wooden blocks used to elevate the back legs of 
folding chairs that are common were the NJGC typically meetings and the type we’re using this 
Weekend. They’ll come in handy.  

 
17:00 Full team w/ Curt – in the circle w/ guitars. The Cmaj scale was the topic today including naming 

the notes as they’re played.  A challenge to learn one octave well was given to everyone and have 
it prepared following dinner. 

 
19:00 Dinner – Pasta and salad – Boy, the kitchen team keeps outdoing themselves. During dinner a 

number of performance took place: Mark and Tom did the ‘Mistake Song’ – performed to a new 
level of satire. Next a solo performance by Mark (‘Third Eye’). Then, Mark urged yours truly to 
play something. I asked him if he wanted to do a duet of Judge Judy – he suggested Jim, who in 
turn suggested a trio w/ Karl. We did a performance that was such utter crap and in general, 
pathetic  – it’s a sure sign that if you start off w/ a train wreck, there will be casualties. And there 
were, the three players.  So much so, that Tony approached me as the tables were being cleared 
and suggested we re-do the piece tomorrow at some point (possibly lunch) but with all the 
principles that GC stand for. Tony noted the lack of cross-picking, thumbs over the tops of the fret 
board, etc. etc. I haven’t told Jim or Karl yet – they’re both on Kitchen Craft for dinner, so I’ll 
break the news to them shortly. I committed to Tony (on behalf of my co-players) that we’d clean 
up our act!      
 

21:00 Full team meeting w/ guitars lead by Tony and Curt. Tony focused on cross picking and Curt with 
 a Rock’n Roll Thrak type of power chords in 10. Then a true challenge to all – Organize 

yourselves in various groups (solo, duets, etc.) and prepare any number of pieces for performance 
by lunch at 13:00 on Sunday – Something that’s made up form scratch.  

 
22:15 The NJGC + Patrick and Glenn got together and came up with a silly piece to present for Sunday. 
 
01:00 To bed! 
 
 
Day III 
           
06:00 Rise and shower. Today’s scheduled was posted as everyone was working on their group 

performance pieces. Pretty simple: 
  7:00 Rise 
  7:30 Morning Sitting 
  8:00 Breakfast 
  Noon Lunch 
  13:00 Performance 
 
Here again, it seems I’ve deviated from the posted scheduled already by being up one full hour 
early – Jim, Karl & I agreed to meet and work (correct) ‘Judge Judy’ so we’ll be ready at Lunch. 
After five hours of sound sleep last the night (I’ve only been able to catch less than 4 hrs.over the 
past two nights each due to travel / and the snore –a- thon on Friday evening in room 6!). Jim L. 
told me yesterday it was so bad in room 4, that he went to his car and slept there the rest of the 
night. We’re all very  tired. 

 
07:30 Morning Sitting. Settling and a way to begin. 
 
08:00 Breakfast – Another performance from Mark (‘Little Julia’ and another one I’m not familiar with). 

Curt changed the schedule, so the new plan is to have a full team meeting w/ guitars in the circle at 
09:00. The NJGC also performed “One of a Thousand Regrets’ and “Apthina’(sp.?) (the new piece 
we constructed last night as part of the challenge). Either we were very tired last night and our 
new piece sounded good then or we just played like shit at breakfast due to lack of sleep and 



working on two fronts over this weekend (kitchen & guitar work) at the same time. We still like 
each other. 
Observation: when we meet on Sunday’s we always play seated. Never standing. This weekend, 
all the performances we give we stand. This (standing) is having an unpleasant effect on us. A 
pointed stick perhaps.      

08:45 ‘Son of Judge Judy’ (SoJJ) has been created for later. Now to practice the cross picking. At this 
time I’m lucky I can hold on to my pick let alone cross pick in this simple but unusual pattern. 
 

09:00 Full team in the circle w/ guitars – Curt and Tony working w/ the Cmaj scale in circulation going 
in two different directions and multiple scales in flight. There were a few moments. Our main 
problems were attention and pulse. Hey, like that’s not enough. Finally, Curt asks everyone if they 
would like to have one-on-one meeting with him, let him know and he’ll be available. I set up a 
meeting for later.    
 

10:00 NJGC + Friends meet for more practice for this afternoon’s performance. Let’s see if we can play 
our pieces with commitment and attention. We usually do when we meet on Sunday’s in 
Pottersville. And today is Sunday, go think.  

 
10:30 Some NJGCers leave for kitchen duty (I have it easy today, I’m only teas) – I get a fresh pot of 

coffee going. Then Jim, Kark & I meet to do a few runs of SoJJ. Now I losing it. My RH hand 
isn’t operating at all (actually, it’s more my brain). Jim keeps assuring me things will be OK. I  
have my doubts. Bowls of fruit are always near Tony & Curt. 

 
11:15 I met w/ Curt – we discuss my RH. There are small things I do know and currently work on. Some 

of these have been duly noted by Tony on the occasion he travels to visit us at our regular NJGC 
meetings. 35+ years of undoing is much harder than you think. It’s probably easier to find 
something else to do with ones time but hey, that wouldn’t be fun now, would it?    

 
11:35 I spend the remainder of my practice time working on SoJJ but only the cross picking pattern, 

without fretting the notes. Just focusing my attention. Ahhhh, much better. 
       

Noon Lunch. More performances. Another NJGC + Friends configuration performed as well as Mark 
Again solo. Curt also announce that following the performance, we would have our final meeting 
w/o guitars in the residential building. Also, Jonathan B. opened a merchandize table for NST 
Strings, picks and assorted CDs (Tony w/ the Trey Gunn Band and solo among them). I make 
a purchase and then head out for a walk – much needed fresh air and head clearing. I walked back 
just in time to enter the circle w/ a tuned guitar. Now, to start breathing 

 
13:00 The performance space was prepared w/ cushions in the center for Curt, Tony & Frank along with 

Leslie’s two daughters and their sitter. Someone earlier (my apologies for not remembering  
names, But there were at least 30 people I’d never met before and my batteries were not fully 
charged before I arrived for the weekend) took the lead on organizing the performance by taking  
the group names and titles of our pieces, arranging them and even defining our start, middle and 
end to the performance. This included entering the space, the circle and exiting. Me thinks 
someone with some experience might have helped. The performances were hit and miss, but all 
noble and direct. 
 
The NJGCers + Friends performance, which I can attest to, was wobbly, shaky and weak. Jim, 
Karl & I played our SoJJ.  I spoke prior to playing to say why we were doing this and why these 
young players who sat before us should do the right things in practice. Also, the bowl of fruit was 
somehow noticibly closer to Tony. The NJGG Trio config hit the piece but we were so focused on 
the task at hand that we never looked at our audience! This point (that pointed stick again) was 
made clear when Curt asked to us to do it again, but this time look at the audience. So we did. A 
large round of applause from the circle and especially the audience. Smiles abounded too.  

  
14:00 Final full group meeting w/o guitars. Thank you’s all around. Some closing remarks and thoughts 



on the weekend and upcoming events. Finally, some logistics for travel and house craft. Curt 
declared the weekend officially over but asked the core team for a meeting back in the kitchen 
following this session. 

 
15:00 Core Team Meeting 
 
15:10 The returning of the facilities back to the way we received them (possibly better perhaps). 
16:35 I bit adieu to Mark, Jim and Leslie as we all drove back to our homes / families. Somehow, a  

happy and sad occasion when events like this are concluded. I know I have more work that I can 
shake a stick at (pointed or otherwise) waiting for me.  But, I march forward. 
 
Final observation: Tired. Good night!  

 
Many Regards, 
 
Rick M. 

      
 
 
    

                
   
  
 
   

 
         
  

      
    
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 


